NAPLES

In a university where everyone knows everyone, a peculiar
software starts a chain of events that leads to the appearance of
a seemingly impossible to control robotic arm, which begins to
tear at the fabric of the otherwise peaceful community.
Suspicious professors and seemingly malevolent control freaks
converge on the town while a few students begin to understand
that there's more going on than meets the eye.
When all Matlab attempts fail, the whole town of Naples,
University of Federico II turns upside down. Many students are
on the search for the legendary Matlab script, including
professors, BEST Naples organizers, Pulcinella, Pizza, Mandolino
and other notable people. But one thing leads to another,
creating a supernatural trail. And things get even weirder when
a little add one, Simulink, comes into the story.
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The dates of the course will be: 14th October – 21th October.
The arrival day is Saturday 14th Oct and the departure day is Saturday 21th Oct.
During this time you will have a great program mix! (academic, social, leisure, cultural).

Name

Email

Phone

Filippo Di Iorio
Main Organizer

filippo.di.iorio@BEST.eu.org

+39 339 282 7947

Martina della Valle
Partecipants’ Resp.

martina.della.valle@BEST.eu.org +39 338 689 4447

Alessandro Evangelista alessandro.evangelista@BEST.eu.org +39 333 232 5507
President

Meeting Point is at Campi Flegrei station (metro line 2) in the city of Naples.
The arrival time is 14th October from 18:00 on.

…if you arrive by plane in Naples Airport (CAPODICHINO)
From the airport take the Alibus to the Central station.
From there, take the metro line 2 (direction Pozzuoli) and stop in Napoli Campi
Flegrei.
We will wait for you there!
You can buy Alibus ticket on board, and it costs 4 euros.

For more informations you can visit the web site of Capodichino Airport
http://www.aeroportodinapoli.it/

…if you arrive by bus or train in Naples Central Station (Piazza Garibaldi)
From the Central station take the metro line 2 (direction Pozzuoli) and go to
Napoli Campi Flegrei. .stop…..we will wait you there!
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...if you don’t arrive in Naples, but in Rome or in any other cities
TRENITALIA is the Italian railway company; you can buy a ticket to any destination in Italy.
There are also tickets for high-speed trains (but the price increases)
You can find more info at the official trenitalia website:
http://www.trenitalia.com/

FLIXBUS is a bus company that connects the main Italian cities, low-cost prices
(10 euros more or less).
https://www.flixbus.it/

With FIUMICINO EXPRESS you can book a bus that starts directly from Roma
Fiumicino Airport and arrive in Naples in 2 hours and half ; the price is 10~15
euros.
http://www.fiumicinoexpress.com/?lang=en

TERRAVISION is an international bus company that connects main points of
Italian cities. In Rome you can travel from airports to railway station (Rome) with
4-8 euros
http://www.terravision.eu/?noredirect=en_US
(Terravision – bus from airport to train station in Rome)

LEONARDO EXPRESS is a special train that connects Rome Fiumicino Airport to
Rome Central station for 14 euros.
http://www.trenitalia.com/tcom/Treni-Regionali/Lazio/Leonardo-Express

VISA
Visit this site of italian Ministry for Foreign Affairs, to understand what you need
to enter in Italy.
http://www.esteri.it/mae/en/ministero/servizi/sportello_info/domandefrequenti/sezionevisti_entrare_in_italia.html
Below you can find a table that explains if VISA is needed from every european
country. We suggest you double check it before buying the ticket (the situation
might have changed between when we write and when you read this guide).
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Naples (Napoli in Italian) is the main town in the
Campania region, in southern Italy. With about 1
million inhabitants, it’s the third most populated
Italian city preceded by Rome and Milan. Naples
lies half way between the volcano Vesuvius and
Phlegrean Fields, overlooking the homonymous
gulf; this scenario’s been defined as “the most
charming and celebrated landscape in the
world”. The old town centre of Naples is listed by
UNESCO as World Heritage Site, thanks to the
contribution of many different cultures in artistic and architectural works: in fact, Naples is
one of the cities with greater density of cultural
resources and monuments in the world, builded
in a period of 2800 years (castles, fountains,
churches, ancient architecture, etc...). The most
prominent forms of architecture in Naples are
from the Medieval, Renaissance and Baroque
periods: some master pieces which excellently
represent Naples around the world are the castles Castel Nuovo (also known as Maschio Angioino) and Castel Dell’Ovo, and the square Piazza
del Plebiscito. Villa Rosebery,one of the three
official houses reserved to the President of
Italian Republic, is also placed in Naples. Naples
still keeps alive its reputation of world-famous
cultural, scientific and university center: it was
chosen to organize the 2013 Universal Forum of
Cultures.

The climate
Naples enjoys a typical Mediterranean climate:
wet but mild winters, and hot and dry summers,
freshened by the sea breeze which usually blows
from the gulf. The weather should be warm
during the course, but it might get chilli during
the night. Together with light clothes and swimsuits, we suggest you to bring also few sweaters,
and at least a warm jacket.

The food
How couldn’t we tell you about Neapolitan
food!? Here you will eat the best pizza, and finally
understand the differences between the real neapolitan pizza and whatever the rest of the world
calls pizza. You’ll taste the ragù, a special sauce,
and all the typical sweets of our land: sfogliatelle,
babà, zeppole... you’ll return very fat!

The University
The University of Naples “Federico II” is the main
one in the city: it’s the oldest non-religious
university of the world. Nowadays, it’s considered one of the most prestigious in the fields of
Engineering, Law and Literature. The faculty of
Engineering and his offices, departments and
laboratories, along with our office, are located
in Fuorigrotta, near the train station of “Campi
Flegrei”.
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FIRST AID Phone nr. 118
POLICE Phone nr. 113
CARABINIERI Phone nr. 112
HARBOUR-OFFICE Phone nr. 081206133
FIRE-DEPT Phone nr. 115

Notes
Please, people from EEC Countries don't forget your Health Insurance Card
Communitary Extension (E111) which entitles you to medical assistance in Italy
(note that in Italy the Sanitary Service is not totally free, you may be charged
fees). People from other Countries, please, ask to your Sanitary Service or Italian
Government Representative about the conventions between your own Country
and Italy. We suggest to make travel insurance.
We will provide all the meals during the course. Please, remember that we offer
Italian style meals (light breakfast, main meal at noon), and Italian dishes (but we
will provide you both Mediterranean and continental breakfast: the sweet and
the salty one). If you have a particular diet because of serious reasons (health,
religion, vegetarian... losing weight is NOT a good reason!) tell us in good advance, and we will manage that.

1. Your BEST spirit! This is the most important thing!! The rest is useless ;)
2. Sleeping bag or bed linen;
3. Some songs and typical already prepared food and drink (a lot!) from your country for the International Evening;
4. A fun picture of you for the address book;
5. Formal clothes for the official opening, some clothes for outdoor activities
6. Your ID/Passport, your student card (or something like that; i.e. ISIC Card), your
European Health Insurance Card.
7. Shampoo, Soap, or whatever you use… Slippers
8. Money for Fee (depending on your country. You can see at: BEST.eu.org)
and some extra money for any other eventuality!

AIRPORT ( Capodichino) Tel. +39 081 - 7896259 / +39 081 - 7896111
EAV - Trains to/from: Ercolano/Pompei/Castellamare/V. Equense/Sorrento Main
Station at Corso Garibaldi Tel. +39 081 - 7722111
BUS ANM Tel. 800 - 639525
Taxi Napoli 88.88 tel. +39 081 - 88881111
They have an app for smartphone that you can download to book a taxi.

Pubs, pizzerias, gelaterias (ice-cream shops), discos are open until late night.
Here is a list of the prices (in euros) of some goods you “might” need during the
Course:
BAR (CAFÈ)
Coffee 0.80€
Cappuccino 1.00€
Croissants 1.00€
Ice-cream (cone) 1.50~4.00€
Soft-drinks 2.00€
Note: some bars charge you an extra fee for sitting at the table.

PUBS
Beer (1/2 liter) 5.50€ or more
Soft-drinks 4.50€ or more
PIZZERIA
Pizza+Beer (service included) 10.00~15.00€

FOOD IN SHOPS
Bread (1Kg) 2.00€
Apples/Peaches (1Kg) 1.50€
Milk (1L) 1.50€
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In Italy we use “in-line” sockets (they look like this [o o o]), with 220V, 50Hz AC.
Don’t criticize the stylization of the socket! It’s made by engineers!!

English Italian
Good morning/evening BUONGIORNO/BUONASERA
Good Night BUONA NOTTE
Hi/Bye CIAO (unformal)
My name is... MI CHIAMO...
What time is it? CHE ORA È? (CH sounds like a K)
Thank you GRAZIE
Please PER FAVORE
You are welcome! PREGO
Help AIUTO
Where is/are...? DOVE È / SONO..?
I would like... VORREI…
I don't know NON SO
I don't understand NON CAPISCO
What does it mean? COSA VUOL DIRE?
Yes/No SÌ/NO
How much is it? QUANTO COSTA?
Pharmacy/Hospital/Doctor FARMACIA / OSPEDALE / DOTTORE
Railway Station STAZIONE
Ticket/ticket shop BIGLIETTO/BIGLIETTERIA
Bus/tram stop FERMATA DEL BUS/TRAM
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ENGLISH

ITALIAN

Beer! BIRRA!
More Beer! PIU’ BIRRA!
I’m not drunk! NON SONO UBRIACO!
Do you want to dance with me? VUOI BALLARE CON ME?
Do you want to have sex with me? VUOI SCOPARE? (it doesn’t work…)
Why not?? PERCHE’ NO?? (successfully question)
Wonderful Course! CORSO MERAVIGLIOSO!
I love Naples! AMO NAPOLI!
Main Organizer, burn yourself! APPICC’T, MAIN ORGANIZER!
Naked! Naked! NUDO! NUDO!
What a strange face! CHE FACCIA STRANA!
I want pizza VOGLIO PIZZA
I’m a strawberry. Eat me! SONO UNA FRAGOLA. MANGIAMI!
Dario/Domenico/Ciro is a pretty guy DARIO/DOMENICO/CIRO E’ UN RAGAZZO
CARINO
I don’t feel good NON MI SENTO BENE (neapolitan: nun m sent bbon)
Nice shoes. Let’s fuck! BELLE SCARPE. SCOPIAMO!

